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1 Training Tips

We empirically train the proposed method using two tips. First, we alternately
train the discriminator for 5 iterations and the generator for 1 iteration re-
spectively. Second, we use an approach named Gaussian ramp up to adjust a
weighting parameter λu

cls used in our self-ensembling loss Lu
cls. We set the pa-

rameter as 0 at the beginning of the training process and gradually increase it
until one-third of the training iterations. That is, we expect that the classifier loss
primarily comes from labeled data in the early stage. Once the classifier reaches
a certain level of precision, we let unlabeled data join the training process to
reinforce the generalization ability of the classifier.

2 Network Architecture

Architecture of SemiStarGAN We show the network architecture of our
generator in Table 1, discriminator in Table 2, and auxiliary classifier in Ta-
ble 3. The conv share 1 and conv share 2 are the two layers shared by both
the discriminator and auxiliary classifier. To apply self-ensembling, we put three
dropout layers in the auxiliary classifier.

In order to match the requirement of output vector formats, we use two
different ending layers in the auxiliary classifier network in our experiments.
The ending layer is softmax in the three-domain experiment, and sigmoid in the
twelve-domain one.

Since the three-domain problem is easier, we remove the conv d 4 and conv d 6
layers from the discriminator.

Architecture of Modified Inception-v3 Inception-v3 is originally designed
for mutli-class object recognition and contains two softmax layers to generate
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Table 1: Framework of our generator G. N: number of filters, K: kernel size, S: stride
size, P: padding method, IN: instance norm.

Name Description

input 128x128 RGB image
conv downsample 1 N64, K7x7, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
conv downsample 2 N128, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, ReLU, IN
conv downsample 3 N256, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, ReLU, IN
conv residual 1 Residual Block: N256, K3x3, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
conv residual 2 Residual Block: N256, K3x3, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
conv residual 3 Residual Block: N256, K3x3, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
conv residual 4 Residual Block: N256, K3x3, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
conv residual 5 Residual Block: N256, K3x3, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
conv residual 6 Residual Block: N256, K3x3, P’Same’, S1, ReLU, IN
deconv upsample 1 128 filters, 4x4, pad= ’Same’, stride=2, ReLU, instance norm
deconv upsample 2 64 filters, 4x4, pad= ’Same’, stride=2, ReLU, instance norm
deconv upsample 3 3 filters, 7x7, pad= ’Same’, stride=1, tanh

Table 2: Architecture of the discriminator in the Y model. Note that both the classifier
and the discriminator share the first two layers(conv share 1 and conv share 2). N: the
number of filters, K: kernel size, S: stride size, P: padding method.

Name Description

input 128x128 RGB image
noise Additive Gaussian noise, = 0.15
conv share 1 N64, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv share 2 N128, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv d 3 N256, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv d 4 N256, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv d 5 N512, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv d 6 N512, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv d patch N1, K3x3, P’Same’, S1

a one-dimension output vector. To incorporate Inception-v3 into our twelve-
domain experiment which requires a three-dimension (hair color, gender, age)
output vector to describe our domain labels, we replace Inception-v3’s two soft-
max layers with sigmoid layers. We show the modified Inception-v3 architecture
in Fig. 1.
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Table 3: Architecture of our auxiliary classifier. Note that our classifier and the dis-
criminator share the first two layers (conv share 1 and conv share 2). N: number of
filters. K: kernel size, S: stride size, P: padding method, BN: batch norm, nd: number
of domains.

Name Description

input 128x128 RGB image
noise Additive Gaussian noise, = 0.15
conv share 1 N64, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
conv share 2 N128, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1)
drop1 Dropout (rate = 0.5)
conv c 3 N256, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1), BN
conv c 4 N256, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1), BN
drop2 Dropout (rate = 0.5)
conv c 5 N512, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1), BN
conv c 6 N512, K4x4, P’Same’, S2, LReLU(=0.1), BN
drop3 Dropout (rate = 0.5)
conv c 7 N256, K1x1, P’Same’, S1, LReLU(=0.1), BN
conv c 8 N128, K1x1, P’Same’, S1, LReLU(=0.1), BN
pool1 Global average pool (2x2 to 1x1 pixel)
conv c logits N(nd), K1x1, P’Same’, S1
output Softmax (Sigmoid)

Fig. 1: The modified Inception-v3. Note the softmax layers are replaced by sig-
moid (red blocks).
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Fig. 2: Qualitative comparison between the proposed method (Semi) and a state-
of-the-art method StarGAN (Star) over three hair color domains. (Top-left) A
source image belonging to the domain of black hair. (Top) Proportions of labeled
images over all training images of the unit of percentage. (Left) The methods
and their target domains. From the top two rows of images, the proposed method
generates blond hair more obvious than the compared method using the same
labeled training images under the proportions from 0.3% to 2.5%.
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Fig. 3: Qualitative comparison between the proposed method (Semi) and a state-
of-the-art method StarGAN (Star) over three hair color domains. (Top-left) A
source image belonging to the domain of brown hair. (Top) Proportions of labeled
images over all training images of the unit of percentage. (Left) The methods
and their target domains. From the top two rows of images, the proposed method
generates black hair more obvious than the compared method using the same
labeled training images under the proportions from 0.3% to 1.2%.
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Fig. 4: Qualitative comparison between the proposed method (Semi) and a state-
of-the-art method StarGAN (Star) over three hair color domains. (Top-left) A
source image belonging to the domain of blond hair. (Top) Proportions of labeled
images over all training images of the unit of percentage. (Left) The methods
and their target domains. Using the same training images, the proposed method
generates not only better image quality in terms of less artifacts, but also more
obvious image attributes such as black and brown hair on the second and fourth
rows of images.
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Fig. 5: Qualitative comparison between the proposed method (Semi) and a state-
of-the-art method StarGAN (Star) over 12-domain problem. (Top-left) A source
image belonging to the domain of blond young female. (Top) The changed fa-
cial attributes. (Left) The methods and their used numbers of labeled training
images. SemiStarGAN generates obvious black hair using 1200 labeled data but
StarGAN can not generate the same level of salience even using 3600 labeled
data. While transferring gender and age, SemiStarGAN generates clearer eyes
and smoother skin than StarGAN.
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Fig. 6: Qualitative comparison between the proposed method (Semi) and a state-
of-the-art method StarGAN (Star) over 12-domain problem. (Top-left) A source
image belonging to the domain of brown hair young female. (Top) The changed
facial attributes. (Left) The methods and their used numbers of labeled training
images. SemiStarGAN generates obvious black hair and blond hair using 1200
labeled data but StarGAN can not generate the same level of salience even using
2400 labeled data. While transferring gender and age, SemiStarGAN generates
clearer eyes and smoother skin than StarGAN.


